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UNISON National Black Members Officer (BMO) Conference  
Bournemouth International Centre  
31st Jan - 02nd Feb 2020 

Report by: Bill Acharjee   
 

 
 

Waking up on the morning of 31st January 2020 aware that at 11:00pm that evening Britain 
was going to be formally leaving the European Union had already tarnished my mood, and 
after dropping my two young boys to school (whilst profusely apologising for the 17.4 
million Britain’s that opted for Brexit), I proceeded to Southampton Airport Parkway train 
station to catch my train to Bournemouth, the location for the 2020 Annual Black Members 
Conference only to be confronted by two staff members who explained that due to the 
logistics train derailment earlier that week all trains from this station were cancelled, 
therefore, I needed to make my way to the Southampton Central train station to catch my 
train, which meant I would be late! 

      
When I finally arrived at Bournemouth, I was expecting to see a vibrant sunny seaside 
resort as I fondly remembered from my many family day trips in my formative years’ but 
instead I was welcomed by what would seem to be a bleak desolate wasteland of a coastal 
town.          
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However, the mood soon changed as conference delegates started to arrive and make 
their way into the main Windsor Hall where we were warmly welcomed by Carole Sewell, 
Chair of the National Black Members Committee (NBMC) who reminded delegates that the 
work of the committee is to promote equality and fairness, ensure that the voice of Black 
members are heard and acted upon, and challenging racism in the workplace!  Delegates 
were also reminded in view of the current landscape and hostile environment all Black 
members should be vigilant at all times.   

 

 

This was then proceeded by guest speaker, Dave Prentice, UNISON General Secretary, who 
shared details of his problematic travel arrangements and reinforced the urgency of our 
rail services being nationalised as well as reflecting on the recent general election results 
which saw labour seats fall like a ‘pack of cards’ and conclude with a Conservative victory, 
therefore, emphasising the reason for UNISON members to all stand together to fight and 
oppose the injustice in society incited by Boris Johnson and his new Tory party! 

 

Dave Prentis also reminded delegates of how the Tories are responsible for the horrific 
treatment and deportation of the Windrush generation, which the government want us to 
forget about but the general secretary passionately proclaimed “not on our watch”, as  
UNISON will be committed to ensure that all victims of the Windrush scandal will be 
compensated fairly.     
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The next session titled ‘Defining Black’ was presented by Margaret Greer (Black Members 
National Officer) to reaffirm the importance of using the correct terminology ‘Black’, 
representing black history, politics and struggle, and provides an image of unity and 
commonality.  All other terms, acronyms and abbreviations focus on dividing and 
marginalising groups, therefore, should not be used. 
 
It was refreshing to hear the speech of this years’ ‘Young Black Member Award’, which 
was presented to Funmi Ayeni, who stressed the importance of recruiting more young 
members (under the age of 27) to continue the legacy of black members alive and fighting 
injustice in the workplace.  
 
The following session focused on reviewing regional motions, which included:  
 
Mind the Gap – Addressing Racial Disparities in the Public Sector  

• Race based issues increased by 145% within last two years.  
• Investigate why Black members do not progress to senior positions within the 

workplace. 
• Black members changing their names to get jobs. 
• Importance of having Black role models. 
• Hold employers accountable regarding the ‘Race Disparity Report’. 
• Need of urgent positive race equality strategies to tackle problems.       

The Effects of Austerity on Black Members? 

• UNISON commissioned to conduct labour market research into impact of austerity 
on staffing levels and services within local government between 2010 to 2019. 

• Black members disproportionately being represented within the workplace and 
within senior positions. 

• Support members to report all incidents of racism. 
• Black members being made redundant was higher than the overall percentage 

BAME staff. 

Challenging Racism and Disability Discrimination in the Workplace – An intersectional 
Approach 

• Black workers can find it difficult to access reasonable adjustments at work due to 
a combination of disability, LGBTQ+, and racial discrimination. 

• Black disabled workers can find themselves subject to unfair sickness absence 
procedures or face losing their job through the capability process. 

• Promote UNISON publications to support members -‘Quick Guides to Reasonable 
Adjustments’, ‘Access to Work’ and ‘Disability Leave Bargaining Guide’.  
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Black Workers in the NHS and Disciplinary Procedures 

• Every three years the NHS England conduct a ‘Workforce Race Equality Standard’ 
(WRES) survey to inform the NHS strategic objectives against the nine indicators of 
staff experience and opportunity.    

• WRES 2018 report stated: 

- 19% of the workforce across NHS trusts are from BME backgrounds  
- 6% of BME staff are in senior positions  
- 15% of BME staff reported experience of discrimination  

(7% of White staff reported experience of discrimination)    
- Across 231 NHS Trusts in England there were just 8 BME directors of nursing 
- White applicants were 1.45 times more likely to be appointed from shortlisting 

compared to BME applicants 
- BME staff were 1.24 times likely to be made redundant or enter the formal 

disciplinary process 

• UNISON health branches recommended to review Roger Kline’s article on 
‘Rethinking Disciplinary Action in the NHS’, which highlighted inconsistencies in the 
conduct and application of disciplinary policies including recommendations.   

The final session on Friday consisted of the Service Group Meetings so I attended the 
Higher Education (HE) workshop facilitated by Rakiya Suleiman (Chair of UNISON Scotland 
Black Members) and Peter Sharma (Secretary of UNISON Scotland Black Members) who 
commented on the lack of Black member representation at the recent annual HE 
conference, and advised Black members that facility time and recognition agreements 
include reasonable time-off for members to attend UNISON conferences.   
 
The facilitators both recommended that Black members should align themselves with UCU 
campaigns (BME attainment gap, bullying culture, pay gap) to achieve critical mass, and 
also encouraged delegates to get involved with preparation and to speak in favour or 
against motions in order to raise the profile of campaigns.  
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The conference resumed at 09.30am with Carol Sewell welcoming delegates to the 
conference and reminding members of the importance of uniting with all communities to 
fight against Boris’s Tory government, before introducing Josie Bird who was recently 
appointed the new UNISON President and came through the young member’s path-way 
structure, demonstrating UNISON’S commitment towards succession planning.  Josie 
explained some of the great work that she has been doing with ‘Nomadesc’ – Association 
for Social Research and Action for human rights that advises and accompanies 
organisations working on social, trade union, civic, indigenous, afro-descendant, 
agricultural and women’s issues in Colombia. 
 
The next session focused around ‘Organising and Recruitment’, where members were 
reminded of the key benefits to UNISON of recruiting new and retaining existing members 
included: 

• Increase in income from all new subscriptions 
• Supporting vulnerable individuals who are marginalised in our community 
• Recruiting migrant workers strengthens UNISONS position within the political arena 

through the Labour Link, amongst others. 

There were some useful tips on starting conversations with prospective members:  

1. Introduce yourself and find out about the worker and their workplace:  
 
“How long have you been working here?”  
“What is your job/role?” 
 

2. Identify issues by using general questions and then narrow the focus:  
 
“How are things going at work?”;  
“What has changed recently / over the last…?”  
“What would you change if you could?” 
 

3. Establish issue then open up the conversation:  
 
“Are you worried about…”  
“What is happening about…”  
“How do you think you and your workmates could be affected by…” 

This years’ Nelson Mandela Award was presented to Yvonne Green who was the first Black 
person to hold the role of Branch Secretary in the London Borough of Croydon, where she 
has driven forward the equality agenda by raising contentious and difficult issues with the 
council.  She was instrumental in the introduction of trade union officers sitting as panel 
members at interviews for all senior director positions, which was an unprecedented 
achievement, and as such, the council appointed her as its first female Black director.  
Yvonne also shared with the conference that the secret of her success was by “turning 
racism awareness into action!” 
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The following session focused on reviewing regional motions, which included: 
 
Gender Pay Gap – Valuing Black Women 

• UNISON’s ‘Bridge the Gap’ campaign commended in leading the call to eradicate 
the gender pay gap, and continue to work with the NEC to campaign for change. 

• Legislation needs to be implemented that looks at the structural causes of 
inequality in pay between men and women.  

• Black women can earn up to 14% less on average and more likely to be on zero hour 
contracts.  Lobby changes to reporting to include figures relating to Black women. 

• Support better research on the underlying reasons that contribute to pay gap 
inequalities on Black women. 

The Ethnicity Pay Gap   

• More work needs to be achieved to close the gap that many ethnic groups 
experience compared to White British workers (with workers from Pakistani and 
Bangladeshi ethnic groups receiving the lowest medium hourly pay). 

• Work with NEC to campaign for the ethnicity pay gap similar to gender pay gap 
reporting. 

• Work with branches and members to research how ethnicity pay gap impacts 
workers within the public services. 

• Produce bargaining guidance for branches and regions to address with their 
organisations. 

Access to Immigration Advice and Representation 

• Black members who are not fully settled in the UK or do not have British 
Citizenship, immigration is a major issue. 

• In Northern Ireland monthly face-to-face immigration clinics are in operation 
which have seen an increase in new members joining UNISON as well as being kept 
up-to-date with information and immigration issues. 

• Increase in employers questioning Black members right to work status due to 
missing or incorrect papers being submitted. 

• Conference calls on the NBMC to use their influence with all UNISON structures to 
give access to immigration advice but also representation to its members when 
employment and immigration are linked.      

Show Racism the Red Card (SRtRC) 

After lunch I attended the fringe meeting organised by SRtRC, who provide educational 
workshops, training sessions, multimedia packages, and a whole host of other resources, 
all with the purpose of tackling racism in society, and have delivered training to more 
than 50,000 individuals per year.  This session was hosted by Roger McKenzie (UNISON 
Assistant General Secretary), Samuel Okikiolu (Ex-footballer, Wimbledon) and Liz Cameron 
(UNISON NBMC Member) who all exclaimed that racist culture is becoming a growing 
epidemic within the UK, especially amongst the youth and individuals living in the most 
deprived areas of Britain where racist slurs are becoming normalised and used in everyday 
vocabulary.   
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Roger highlighted one of the complexities surrounding racism is that a lot of young people 
who follow urban music are mirroring the terminology used by rappers, therefore, 
justifying the use of racist language, and suggested that in these situations it is critical to 
start an open dialogue with these individuals in an attempt to educate them.   
 
Liz shared a personal story about her childhood and reflected how at school teachers 
would always discriminate her and sit the naughty children next to her as a form of 
punishment, emphasising how Black children can grow up to feel undervalued and not 
appreciated, which they can carry with them as they enter adulthood. 
 
Samuel recounted stories of how he was scouted into the British football association in the 
90’s and explained how he endured racist abuse from coaches, managers, team mates and 
also spectators, and had no choice but to accept it because he wanted to progress within 
his career.  Samuel mentioned that this is still the same situation for many Black players 
within the premiere league today.   
              
Roger reinforced the message that members need to remain vigilant in these dangerous 
times, and reminded members:  

“In a racist society, it is not enough to be a non-racist, we must all be anti-racist”  
 
- Angela Davis – American political activist 

 

Can you spot me? 
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Overall Summary  
 
Again, another successful Black Members conference packed to the brim full of useful 
information, advice and guidance on how to deal with racism, prejudice and 
discrimination in society and the workplace.  Connecting and meeting with Black members 
throughout the UK is always such a rewarding and empowering experience, and I would 
strongly urge any members who haven’t attended to sign up for next year, and the key 
message to remind ourselves on a daily basis is that: “United we stand, divided we fall!”  
 
 
Key Findings of Best Practice & Recommendations: 

• Support Black members who maybe experiencing challenges and issues within the 
workplace. 

• Use the term ‘Black’ and try and avoid using the many acronyms. 

• Encourage individuals under the age of 27 to become a UNISON Young Members 
champion. 

• Work with UNISON officers to support public sector employers to develop positive 
race equality strategies to tackle problems.  

• Encourage more Black members to attend the UNISON Higher Education 
conference. 

• Consider approaching new members by having positive / structured conversations. 

• Suggest employers to have UNISON reps within recruitment panels, especially 
when appointing senior managers to ensure fairness and transparency is upheld.    

 
If members are interested to discuss anything further, please do not hesitate to get in 
contact with the Southampton District Black Members Officer, Bill Acharjee: 

Email: bill.acharjee@solent.ac.uk  

Telephone: 023 8201 3329    
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